The 11th largest commodity trading losses 1970-2018
What happen, why, and what to be learned?
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The 11th largest commodity
trading losses 1970-2018
•
•

What happed and why?
What are some lessons for commodity risk management?

Company
United California Bank of Basel
Codelco
Metallgesellschaft
Sumitomo Corporation
China Aviation Oil (Singapore)
State Reserves Bureau
Amaranth Advisors
Bank of Montreal
MF Global
Einar Aas - Private Company
Optionsellers.Com

•

Source of Loss
Country
Cocoa futures
Switzerland
Copper, silver, gold futures Chile
Oil Futures
Germany
Copper Futures
Japan
Oil Futures and Options
China
Copper Futures
China
Gas Futures
United States
Natural gas derivatives
Canada
Wheat Futures
United States
Electricity futures
Norway
Natural gas derivatives
United States

Year
1970
1993
1993
1996
2004
2005
2006
2007
2008
2018
2018

2018 USD Amount Lost
USD 0.26
USD 0.37
USD 2.78
USD 4.22
USD 0.74
USD 0.26
USD 8.15
USD 0.78
USD 0.16
USD 0.17
USD 0.15

USD equivalent at time of loss
USD 0.04 bn
USD 0.207 bn
USD 1.59 bn
USD 2.62 bn
USD 0.55 bn
USD 0.20 bn
USD 6.50 bn
USD 0.64 bn
USD 0.14 bn
USD 0.17 bn
USD 0.15 bn

Local currency lost
USD 0.04 bn
USD 0.207 bn
DEM 2.63 bn
JPY 285 bn
USD 0.55 bn
USD 0.2 bn
USD 6.5 bn
CAD 0.68 bn
USD 0.14 bn
NOK 1.40 bn
USD 0.15 bn

Person(s) associated with incident
Paul Erdman
Juan Pablo Davila
Heinz Schimmelbusch
Yasuo Hamanaka
Chen Jiulin
Liu Qibing
Brian Hunter
David Lee, Kevin Cassidy
Evan Dooley
Einar Aas
James Cordier

Selection criteria:
– Loss on commodities (6 out of 11 are energy commodities)
– Loss due to specific trades on derivatives
– 11th largest measured in 2018 dollars
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United California Bank of Basel
•
•
•
•
•

Year: 1970
Country: Switzerland
Source of loss: Cocoa Futures
USD loss (2018 prices): 250 000 000 USD
Trader: Paul Erdman
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United California Bank of Basel
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Fraud and mismanagement by CEO Erdman and fellow traders
The bank bought 17000 Cocoa contracts outright in an attempt to corner the market (face value
of the position $153 mill in 1970. That was half of the market.
Unlike US Banks at that moment, Swiss banks were allow to trade on their own account as well
as acting as brokers
Erdman and his colleges acted on the account of United California Bank by falsifying
documents (the mother company had $ 5 bill. in assets, UCB Basel had $ 9 mill) producing
enormous giring
Cocoa fell sharply in late 1970 after a large increase in production by new companies entering
the market in the late 60s. Cocoa is produced only in few places. Demand is global.
Trading books and accounting statements of the bank where falsified
Erdman was suspected of “Verdacht der ungetreuen gesaschaftsfuhrung” (suspected of unfair
corporate governance) and later sentence to jail
Manage to escape from jail and became a successful writer
•
•
•

New York Times, 1970 Sep 10th, “Basel Bank’s $30 million loss attributed to its Cocoa Trading. (it turn out later that the
loss was $ 40 mill. in 1970 money values)
Smith A., 1972, Supermoney, Wiley chapter III.4 “How my Swiss bank blew $40 mill and went broke”
Washington Post, 1979 Oct 23th, “Paul Erdman, After the crash”
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Cocoa prices
Long position 1970, market fell 50%
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Codelco
•
•
•
•
•

Year: 1993
Country: Chile
Source of loss: Copper, Silver, and Gold Futures
USD loss (2018 prices): 370 000 000 USD
Trader: Juan Pablo Davila
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Codelco
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Codelco is the national copper corporation of Chile and one of the largest in the world
“Fat finger” mistake
Originally lost $30 mill (1993 dollars) when he entered a long trade instead of a short
In panicked attempts to recover the money, Juan Pablo Davila lost $ 207 mill (1993 dollars).
Instead of paying up at the end of a contract, he rolled it forward, but at the original historical
price (in his trading book) rather than the market price.
Such services was provided to large customers by London Metal Exchange (LME) back then.
Davilar and several colleges lost their job, went to jail, and made the Spanish verb “davilar”
which means to botch up something massively.
Codelco also filed a series of lawsuits against LME for their practice of allowing to roll futures
at historical prices
•
•
•
•
•

New York Times 18th March 1994, Trader is Accused in Chile
Reuter 3rd August 1996, Ex-Copper Trader is Sentenced in Chile
Nasi I., 1996, The Sumitomo Scandal: Another Embarrassment for UK Regulatory Auhorities, Journal of Financial Crime,
Vol. 4 No. 2, pp. 182-184
BN Americas 19th August 1999, Davila Sentenced to 8 years, US$ 186 mn Fine
The Daily Telegraph, 27th June, 2016, “Mistakes that racked up millions: the costliest typos in history”
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Copper prices
Long position end of 1993
Market fell sharply
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Metallgesellschaft
•
•
•
•
•

Year: 1993
Country: Germany
Source of loss: Oil Futures
USD loss (2018 prices): 2 780 000 000 USD
Traders: Heinz Schimmelbusch (and Arthur
Benson)
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Metallgesellschaft
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Metallgesellscahft was formerly one of the largest German industrial conglomerates
In 1993 they lost 1.59 bill dollars on “hedging”
The company was obliged to physical delivery of fuel and oil products to customers long term at
fix prices
Instead of buying long term oil futures to match the maturity of the obligations,
Metallgesellschaft bought short term futures
This was a case of not matching maturity exposure properly leaving them open to the risk of
forward curve changes
In 1993 spot and short term futures fell while long term future rose
They got their margin calls and were forced to liquidate the position and take huge losses
Metallgesellschaft went bankrupt just after the incident
There were however no accusation of criminal acitivies performed by Schimmelbush and his
colleges (including Arthur Benson)
•
•
•

•
•

Pirrong S.C., 1997, Metallgesellschaft: A Prudent Hedger Ruined, or a Wildcatter on NYMEX?, Journal of Futures Markets,
Vol. 17, No.5, 543-578
Culp, C., and Miller M. (1995a): “Metallgesselschaft and the Economics of Syn- thetic Storage,” Journal of Applied
Corporate Finance, 7:62–76.
Mello, A., and Parsons, J. (1995): “The Maturity Structure of a Hedge Matters: Lessons from the Metallgesellschaft
Debacle,” Journal of Applied Corporate Finance, 8:106–120.
Charupat N. and Deaves R., 2003, Backwardation in energy futures markets: Metallgesellschaft revisited, Energy Studies
Review Vol. 12, No. 1 2003 pp 1-26
Textbooks on financial risk management discuss this case (Hull, Jorion, etc.)
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•
•

From Pirrongs JFM 1997 paper.
Spot Oil – 15 Month Oil Futures

«The firm was vulnerable to a steepening of
the oil price term structure, an event that
occurred soon after it implemented its
strategy.»

Backwardation

Flat curve

Contango
Metallgesellschaft

FIGURE 5

Spot–15-month CL basis.

565
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Sumitomo Corporation
•
•
•
•
•

Year: 1996
Country: Japan
Source of loss: Copper Futures
USD loss (2018 prices): 4 220 000 000 USD
Trader: Yasuo Hamanaka
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Sumitomo Corporation
•
•
•

•
•

•
•

Sumitomo Corporation is a Japanese commodity trading company (one of the largest in the
world)
Yasuo Hamanaka went under the name “Mr Copper” .He was the chief trader of Sumitomo with
a very aggressive trading style.
He also went under the name “Mr 5%” since he controlled 5% of the yearly copper market
supply of physical copper
On 13th June 1996 Sumitomo reported a $ 1.8 bill loss. This was due to an unauthorized copper
trading by Hamanaka and LME. Later in September it turn out that the total loss was $ 2.62 bill.
The strategy (that was “successful” for several years) was to keep large physical amount of
copper away from the market and at the same time buy large amounts of short term copper
futures (corner the market). But, even the most “successful” long manipulator must face
occasionally downturns. During May and June, copper prices fell 35% where Hamanaka run a
“when in trouble double strategy”. It finally came to an end.
Sumitomo, the regulators, and LME also received massive critique after the incident allowing
one participant in the market so much market power
Hamanaka was sentence to 8 year in prison.
•
•
•

Krugman P., 1996, The Dismal Science, 19th July 1996
Nasi I., 1996, The Sumitomo Scandal: Another Embarrassment for UK Regulatory Auhorities, Journal of Financial Crime,
Vol. 4 No. 2, pp. 182-184
Kozinn B.E., 2000, Great Copper Caper: Is Market Manipulation Really a Problem in the Wake of the Sumitomo Debacle,
Fordham Law Review, Volume 69 Issue 1 Article 10
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Copper prices
Long position May-Jun 1996, market fell 35%
Increased supply from Chinese producers
Reduced demand from Asian economies
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China Aviation Oil (Singapore)
•
•
•
•
•

Year: 2004
Country: China
Source of loss: Oil Futures and Options
USD loss (2018 prices): 740 000 000 USD
Trader: Chen Jiulin
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China Aviation Oil (Singapore)
•
•
•
•
•
•

•

•
•
•

China Aviation Oil is the largest purchaser of jet fuel in Asia
Chen Jiulin was the CEO of the Singapore division where also “financial hedging”
took place. However he and his college made several big bets that market would fall
in 2004 (shorting futures and buying put options).
This is pure speculation as a consumer of jet fuel should be long the market, not
short
In the first quarter of 2004 the company made huge losses these positons as market
fell substantially. In 2004 dollars, around 560 mill.
In order to pay for margin calls, Chen Jiulin sold 15% of the shares of China Aviation
Oil
Chen Jiulin was sentence to 4 years in prison (His famous quote in court was “I am
not Nick Leeson”)
Even after all these years, much is still unknown about what happened at CAO
Singapore, and there are few academic papers on the case
Wall Street Journal, 6Dec 2004, Behind a $550 Million Bad Bet: A Mystical Man With Ambition
New York Times, 9June 2005, Five arrested in Collapse of China Aviation Oil in 2004
BBC, 9June 2005, Investors throw China Aviation a life line
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Oil Prices 2003 and 2004
Shorting futures and buying put options
Oil prices increases due to high economic growth worldwide and increased demand
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State Reserves Bureau
•
•
•
•
•

Year: 2005
Country: China
Source of loss: Copper Futures
USD loss (2018 prices): 260 000 000 USD
Trader: Liu Qibing
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State Reserves Bureau
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•

The State Reserve Bureau is part of the government of China and is responsible for managing
strategic material reserves such as copper, iron, etc. and managing funds, assets,
infrastructure, etc.
It also manages trading in material reserves such as metals. As a consumer of metals, their
exposure is net short and the need is to go long futures
Trader Lui Qibing took a huge copper short position at LME in end of 2004 while the market
rose sharply
Qibung disappear from the scene after the loss, and the Bureau denies that knowing him and
any involvement with short trading
Later they admit knowing him and claiming him of trading without authorization
Like for the scandal of China Aviation Oil, there are little transparency (on what happen, how
large the loss exactly become etc.), and few/none academic papers describing the details of the
loss
Financial Times, 18Nov2005, Chinese trader is copper’s man of mystery
Business Insider, 15May2016, Here is the story of how a rogue copper trader lost $1.2 billion for the Chinese government
Metal Bulletin, 31July2015, Shedding light on China’s State Reserve Bureau in the copper market
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Copper prices
Short position end of 2004 and early 2005
Market rose
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Amaranth Advisors
•
•
•
•
•

Year: 2006
Country: United States
Source of loss: Natual Gas Futures
USD loss (2018 prices): 8 150 000 000 USD
Trader: Brian Hunter
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Amaranth Advisors
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Amaranth was an American multi strategy hedge fund
During its peak it got $ 9 bill under management and lost $ 6.5 bill on natural gas futures
trading September 2006
It’s ranked as the 4th largest trading loss in history and by far the largest commodity trading
loss
Brian Hunter earned $ 100 mill over the years 2004,2005 in Amaranth plus a 15% “eat as you
kill” bonus (in 2003 the “star” trader lost huge amounts and got fired while working for Deutche
bank. Still he claimed his bonus from them)
In 2006 Amaranth accounted for 40% of the volume of gas futures trading at ICE and 25% at
NYMEX
In 2006, he went long March2007 and short April2007 with huge leverage, hoping the calendar
spread would widen (other calendar spreads and option strategies where also taken on)
The opposite happen, and in September 2006 the could not make the margin call
In 2007 CFTC and FERC also charged Amaranth and Brian Hunter for market manipulation
Till H., 2006, EDHEC comments on the Amaranth Case: Early lessions from the debacle, EDHEC working paper
Chincarini L.B., 2007, The Amaranth Debacle: A failure of risk measures or a failure of risk management?, Working Paper
SSRN 5th April 2007
Till H., 2008, Amaranth Lessions Thus Far, The Journal of Alternative Investment, Vol 10 No 4, 82-98
Till H., 2018, The Amaranth Case Study, EDHEC working paper May 2018
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Natural Gas Future Spread
Going long the spread from September 2006 (the March2007-April2007 spread)
The spread goes the oposite way and falls from $13 to $ 5
Picture from Till (2018)
Figure 2
Natural Gas Spreads from September 1, 2006 through December 31, 2006

Source: Premia Research LLC.
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Bank of Montreal
•
•
•
•
•

Year: 2007
Country: Canada
Source of loss: Natural Gas Futures and Options
USD loss (2018 prices): 780 000 000 USD
Trader: David Lee, Kevin Cassidy
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Bank of Montreal
•
•
•
•
•

•
•

•
•
•
•

Bank of Montreal (BMO) reported a loss of $ 640 mill in 2007
They bought out of the money natural gas call and put options and were net long volatility and
lost when volatility came down in 2007
BMO has no adequate system for mark to market on their natural gas option portfolio
Trading loss amounted to 100 times the reported Value at Risk
The commodity trading portfolio was basically a black box where neither the traders David Lee
nor the CRO and CEO had control
Lee pleaded guilty to conspiring to deceive the bank about the value of his natural gas portfolio
and falsifying its trading records (he reported artificial profits 2003-2007 and got a bonus of $ 5
mill in 2006)
Kevin Cassidy, the former CEO of brokerage Optionable Inc., received 40% of its trading fees
from BMO by early 2007 and was charged with conspiracy and helping David Lee falsifying the
trading book (In the 90s Cassidy where also found guilty of money laundry and credit card
fraud).
CBC news, 17th May 2007, BMO natural gas trading loss balloon to $ 680 mill
Investment Executive, 29th May 2007, Massive BMO trading loss should be a wake up call
Till H., 2011, Case studies and risk management in commodity derivatives trading, EDHEC working paper January 2011
Reuter, 30th March 2015, Ex Bank of Montreal trader to pay $ 14.2 mill for trading scam
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Natural Gas Futures Implied Volatility
BMO was net long volatility
Volatility came down sharply in 2007
Picture from Till (2011)
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MF Global
•
•
•
•
•

Year: 2008
Country: United States
Source of loss: Wheat Futures
USD loss (2018 prices): 160 000 000 USD
Trader: Evan Dooley
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MF Global
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

MF Global was a global financial derivatives broker that went bankrupt in 2011
Customers fund where used for proprietary trading of many types of derivatives that went
wrong (some of these trades were also illegal)
Regarding commodities, Evan Dooley’s trading on wheat futures in 2008 made a loss of $ 140
mill
He pleaded guilty to violating the CBT speculative trading limits and to mix his private trading
accounts with the customers account
At the end of Feb 2008 Dooley executed a series of big buy and sell orders involving close to
32000 wheat futures contracts (each contracts calling for a delivery of 5000 bushels of wheat)
Later on in May prices rose quickly and Dooley was not able to liquidate many of his positions
MF Global deactivated his position and had to take a large loss

•

•
•

Compliancex, 21th Dec 2012, The sad case if Evan Brent Dooley
Cozine J.S., 2012, Statement of Jon S. Corzine, Former CEO of MF Global. Hearing on “The collapse of MF Global”, Journal
of Current Issues in Globalization, Vol 5 No2, 213-225
Till H., 2017, Could problems at MF Global have been anticipated?, Working Paper JP Morgan Center of Commodities at the
University of Colorado Denver Business School
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Wheat futures
MF Global was net short spring 2008
Prices increased sharply from May
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Einar Aas (Private company)
• Year: 2018
• Country: Norway
• Source of loss: German and Nordic Electricity
Futures
• USD loss (2018 prices): 140 000 000 USD
• Trader: Einar Aas
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Einar Aas (Private company)
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•

Successful trader in the electricity markets since 2001. In 2001 – 2005 he run a limited liability
company 2005 – 2018 he run a private company. During 2005-2014 he earned $ 260 mill from
trading
In September 2018 he lost $ 140 mill by speculating on the spread between the Nordic and
German front quarter electricity contracts
On Sept. 10, electricity prices on Nasdaq’s Nordic contracts falls quickly while German prices
increases (He was long Nordic and short Germany). With other words, the market went
against him on both legs.
After he failed to meet an intraday margin call, default procedures were initiated early on Sept.
11.
The trader’s loss consumed roughly two-thirds of the clearinghouse’s default fund Nasdaq
Commodities. Banks, brokers, commodity trading firms and other members of the
clearinghouse provide the vast majority of the default fund’s resources and also had to take a
loss
There are several questions regarding Nasdaq risk management routines and how they could
allow for one trader being able to take such large positions (at the time being there are several
public investigations to what happen)
Einar Aas is not accused of any criminal activities so far
Marketvoice, 27th November 2018, Deconstructing a Default: Clearing experts discuss September's default by a Nordic power
trader
Reuters, 13th September 2018, Nordic power trader's loss costs Nasdaq and members 114 million euros
Bloomberg 13th September 2018, Phantom Trader Who Blew Hole in World's Oldest Power Market
Financial Times, 13th September 2018, Trader blows €100m hole in Nasdaq’s Nordic power market
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Einar Aas is long Nordic and short Germany summer and early fall 2018
In Sep. 2018 a massive rainfall in the Nordic region (input mix mainly hydro
here), lowering the price of the Nordic contract. At the same time coal/gas/co2
prices drove German prices up
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Optionsellers.Com
•
•
•
•
•

Year: 2018
Country: United States
Source of loss: Natural Gas Futures Options
USD loss (2018 prices): 150 000 000 USD
Trader: James Cordier
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Optionsellers.Com
•

•

A Tampa, Florida-based company, headed by James Cordier, registered as a commodity
trading adviser since 2010
Client fund consisting of written natural gas option portfolios.
Opening a “starter account” required an initial investment of $500,000, with “founder’s club”
and “platinum club” tiers set at $1m and $10m, respectively. “Once you’re in, you’re one of our
family. One of us. One of the elite. You’re an Option Seller,” (former webpage
optionsellers.com)
In November 2018 gas prices went from $ 3 to $ 4.5 per million British thermal units at NYMEX
The implied volatility in the gas market went from 20% to 90% and they were called
Clients will take an estimated loss of $ 150 000 000
FCStone, a clearing firm at the futures exchange, is required to collect collateral from
Optionsellers.com (and optionsellers from their 60 clients)
Cordier made a youtube video where he apologize to “his family”

•
•
•

Zerohedge, 19th November 2018, OptionSellers.com' Goes Dark After "Catastrophic Loss Event" In NatGas
Bloomberg 21th November, Wiped-out hedge fund manager confesses his losses on YouTube
Financial Times, 20th November 2018, Options trading firm blows up amid natural gas volatility

•
•

•
•
•
•
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Optionselllers is short natural gas volatility (written options)
Gas volatility increases sharply fall 2018
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Some observations from these
commodity blow up cases…..
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Liquidity risk, credit risk, operational risk, and market risk are not well understood
Lack of control, risk management and governance, management ok with super
profit and no questions asked
Traders forget the history
For non-financial organizations: Hedgers becoming speculators
Overconfidence and overbetting
In spread trading: Speed of mean reversion too slow, margin calls too quick
Not being diversified when bad scenarios occurs
Once troubles arise, difficulty in taking necessary actions that limit the losses
Traders rather tend to “when in trouble double” hoping to exit the “problem”
Incentives, including large fees on gains and minimal penalties for losses, push
traders into risky and reckless behavior. Gives huge appetite for leverage.
All cases involve men around 25-45 (many with former criminal records), no
women!
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Lessons to be learned
Implications for commodity risk management
•

•

Setting of risk limits
– Risk must be quantified and risk limits set
– Exceeding risk limits is not acceptable even when profits result
– Limits should not be set based on VaR alone but also based on scenario
analysis and stress testing
Management of the trading room
– Separate the front, middle, and back office
– Do not give too much independence to star traders
– Do not blindly trust models and be conservative in recognizing “model
based” profits
– Do not sell clients inappropriate products
– Beware of easy profits
– Spend time on recruiting right traders
37

Lessons to be learned
Implications for commodity risk management
•

Management of liquidity risk
– Need to ensure that liquidity funding needs can be met in stressed market
conditions
– Do not make excessive use of short-term borrowings for long-term needs

•

Lessons from non-financial corporations
– It is important to fully understand the products you trade
– Hedging should be hedging and not speculation (It can be dangerous to
make the Treasurer’s department a profit center)
– Transparency is important
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A final philosophical point
• There are three types of risk:
– Known
• Outcomes Xi and probability pi are known. (e.g. possible outcomes of
returns German front quarter electricity futures contracts with equal
probabilities based on 10 years of daily data)
– Unknown
• Outcomes Xi known, but not the probabilities pi (e.g. rouge trader loss
due to fraud. What is the probability? Hard to estimate from data)
– Unknowable
• Neither outcomes Xi nor probabilities pi known.(e.g. Black Swans)
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We learn from
history that we
do not learn
from history
Georg Wilhelm
Friedrich Hegel
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